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Abstract. It has been noted earlier that during the same period that the contingent valuation
(CV) method evolved and became the most commonly used method of valuing environmental
projects, the development in health economics was instead been towards cost–effectiveness

analysis (CEA). Recently there has been a growing interest in the use of CEA, where QALYs
(quality-adjusted life-years) are used as a measure of effectiveness, as the method of evaluation
for environmental projects. The purpose of this paper is to answer the question – is CEA a

superior method to CBA (both theoretically and empirically) to provide information to
decision makers for use in decisions on resource allocation in health. The paper deals with the
following topics: the underlying theoretical foundation for CEA; is CEA free of income

distribution considerations?; is QALY a superior measure to WTP?; the usefulness of incre-
mental CE ratio (ICER) to determine resource allocation. The paper concludes that there is
neither theoretical nor practical support for the claim about the superiority of CEA.

JEL classifications: I10 (Health – General), I19 (Health – Other)

1. Introduction

In 1991, Johannesson and Jonsson noted that during the same period that the
contingent valuation (CV) method evolved and became the most commonly
used method of valuing environmental projects, the development in health
economics was instead towards cost–effectiveness (CEA) and cost–utility
(CUA) analyses. It is also safe to say that cost–benefit analysis (CBA) is the
most commonly used method of economic evaluation in all other content
areas (e.g., transportation, education and agriculture) besides health-care.
Thus, it is not surprising to find out that in recent years, there has been a
renewed enthusiasm for the use of CV method for health-care applications
(Diener et al. 1998; Klose 1999). However, CEA and CUA are by far the
most common types of analyses in health-care applications.

In the field of environmental economics, there is a growing interest in the
use of CEA, where QALYs (quality-adjusted life-years) are used as the
measure of outcome (also called CUA), as the method of evaluation for
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environmental projects. The purpose of this short paper is to answer the
question – is CEA a superior method to CBA (both theoretically and
empirically) to provide information to decision-makers for use in decisions
on resource allocation in health. It seems to me that the growing interest in
the field of environmental economics in the use of CEA and in QALYs is a
classical example of the phenomenon known as ‘‘the neighbour’s grass is
always greener’’. Reviewing some of the arguments for the use of CEA and
against the use of CBA is likely to help environmental economists make a
more informed decision as to whether the neighbour’s grass is indeed greener,
or whether, if you look closer, you will find that it is not.

2. Economic Evaluations of Health-care programmes

Within the field of health economics, economic evaluation has been defined
as a method of ‘‘ensuring that the value of what is being gained from an
activity outweighs the value of what is being sacrificed’’ (Williams 1983). This
approach stems from the recognition that resources available to provide
health-care for given populations are limited and that for every given level of
resources, health-care systems are forced to make treatment choices. This
definition, however, does not state how one should value the gains and the
sacrifices.

CBA holds significant conceptual appeal for economists because of its
theoretical foundation in welfare economics, specifically the Kaldor–Hicks
criterion as a hypothetical compensation test between the value of utility
gains (to gainers) from a programme compared to the utility losses (to los-
ers). An added attraction of CBA is that the same principle of net benefit can
be applied to other sectors (e.g., environment, transport, education), so that
intersectoral comparisons of resource use can be considered.

Unlike CBA, CEA was not related initially to a welfare theory. It was
presented as a solution to an opitimization problem. ‘‘The underlying
premise of cost–effectiveness analysis in health problems is that for any
given level of resources available, society (or the decision-making juris-
diction involved), wishes to maximize the total aggregate health benefit
conferred’’ (Weinstein and Stason 1977). ‘‘The policy objective underlying
the QALY literature is the maximization of the community health. An
individual’s health is measured in terms of QALYs and the community
health is measured as the sum of QALYs....Maximizing health is argued to
be a natural objective to want to pursue, given the desire to see resources
deployed efficiently’’ (Wagstaff 1991). The role of CEA, as a methodology
to help decision-makers maximize health gains from the use of limited
resources, has not been changed over the years and has been reiterated
both in the methods literature (e.g., Gold et al. 1996) as well as recent
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guidelines by government about the methods for the economic evaluation
of health-care interventions (e.g., National Institute of Clinical Excellence
2004).

There were several attempts to ground the methodology of CEA of
medical interventions in economic welfare theory or the welfarist approach
(e.g., Garber et al. 1996; Garber and Phelps 1997; Meltzer 1997). Those who
identify the theoretical foundation as the welfarist approach also realize that
this logically leads to the use of CBA. Their answer to the question why one
would use CEA/CUA instead of CBA is – ‘‘Our interest in cost–effectiveness
analysis derives largely from its broad acceptance within the health-care field,
in contrast to the skepticism that often greets cost–benefit analysis in that
area’’ (Garber et al. 1996). Some of the skepticism stems from the belief that
unlike CBA, the use of CEA avoids the distributional problem that underlies
CBA’s main method of valuation (i.e., willingness-to-pay (WTP)). In other
words, CEA is seen as an ‘‘income-free’’ type analysis. I will return to this
important point later in this paper.

Amongst those who attempted to ground CEA in economic welfare theory
there are some who argue for the equivalence of CEA and CBA. This led to
suggestions that if CEA is consistent with CBA it is possible to derive trac-
table expressions for the WTP for QALYs. The paper by Bleichrodt and
Quiggin (1999) is the most comprehensive attempt to study this issue. In the
context of a lifetime preference over consumption and health status, the
authors show that CEA is consistent with CBA if the lifetime utility function
is additive over time, multiplicative in the utility of consumption and the
utility of health state, and if the utility of consumption is constant over time.
Under these conditions it is possible to derive tractable expressions for the
WTP for QALY. This value depends on wealth, remaining life expectancy,
health status and the possibility for intertemporal substitution of consump-
tion. It is interesting to note the authors’ own conclusion about taking this
route. ‘‘Future research should test the validity of the conditions identified in
this paper....If the viewpoint is accepted that economic evaluation of health-
care should have a foundation in welfare economic theory and if the con-
ditions identified in this paper do not hold, than the way to advance for
methodological research in economic evaluation is to try and solve the
empirical problems surrounding cost–benefit analysis instead of resorting to
cost effectiveness analysis’’ (Bleichrodt and Quiggin 1999).

More recently, Dolan and Edlin (2002) considered the two attempts to
link CBA and CEA (Johannesson and Meltzer 1998 and Bleichrodt and
Quiggin 1999). They argue that ‘‘while assumptions can be made to facilitate
a constant willingness-to-pay per unit of health outcome, these restrictions
are highly unrealistic’’ (Dolan and Edlin 2002). Furthermore, they claim that
these assumptions do not build ‘‘a suitable bridge’’ between CBA and CEA.
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They develop an impossibility theorem that shows that it is not possible to
link CBA and CEA if ‘‘(i) the axioms of EU theory hold; (ii) the QALY
model is valid in a welfare economic sense; and (iii) illness hinders the ability
to enjoy consumption’’ (Dolan and Edlin 2002). They further conclude that
‘‘since (iii) is intuitive and (ii) is essential for CEA, the relaxation of (i) is the
only real avenue open for a meaningful welfare economic link between CBA
and CEA (at least where costs are assessed from a societal perspective’’
(Dolan and Edlin 2002).

There are also those who object to the use of the welfarist approach as the
foundation for economic evaluation methodology and suggest adopting
instead Sen’s concept of extra-welfarism (e.g. Culyer and Evans 1996).
Recently, Birch and Donaldson (2003) have critically appraised this appli-
cation from both the conceptual and the empirical perspective. They argue
that the alleged limitations of the welfarist approach are essentially limita-
tions in its application, and not in the capacity of the approach to accom-
modate the concerns of extra-welfarists. Moreover, the arguments used to
justify the application of extra-welfarist framework are essentially welfarist.
Birch and Donaldson also note the interesting phenomenon that both ‘extra-
welfarist’-based and ‘welfarist’-based CE methodologies are identical.

I believe that the debate about the proper conceptual foundation for an
economic evaluation is not over yet. This is an important debate as the choice
of a conceptual foundation guides the analysis of the welfare consequences of
a change in resource allocation. It also defines the proper methodology (and
hence measures of costs, consequences and the decision rules) for economic
evaluations of health-care interventions. For those who do not object to the
choice of the ‘welfarist approach’ as the conceptual foundation for economic
evaluation the question is whether there are any advantages in the use of
CEA instead of CBA. In the following sections I review some of the argu-
ments against the use of CBA and for the use of CEA.

3. Is CEA ‘‘Income-free’’?

The predominance of CEA over CBA stems from the concern of many in the
health-care field with the fact that responses to WTP questions depend on the
distribution of income (i.e., ability to pay). For example, Weinstein and
Manning (1997) note that ‘‘Extra-welfarists, and many decision-makers in
the real world of health-care are willing to accept an approach that considers
outcomes equitably (as CEA using QALYs does), rather than to accept an
approach in which choices are heavily influenced by ability to pay’’. Gold
et al. (1996) argue that the nature of the distribution problem in economic
evaluation is such that the use of monetary valuations of health consequences
leads to evaluations that ‘‘...intrinsically favouring of the programmes and
diseases of the affluent over those of the poor’’. Thus, the impression that one
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is left with is that (i) QALY is an ‘‘income-free’’ measure of health conse-
quences and (ii) CEA is an ‘‘income-free’’ methodology to deal with resource
allocation in health.

Bleichrodt (1995) was the first to note that for QALYs to properly rep-
resent individuals preference over health states, one has to assume that all
individuals’ have a utility function where the ‘health’ and ‘non-health’
attributes in the individuals’ overall utility function are mutually preferen-
tially independent. More recent papers (Blomquist 2002; Klose 2003) illus-
trate again that the argument that QALYs only depend on aspects of the
individuals’ health related quality of life is merely an assumption about the
nature of the individuals’ utility function. Donaldson et al. (2002) also
illustrate that income is an important ‘determinant’ of non-monetary valu-
ation of health. They show how income can also affect the valuation through
income-based differences in life expectancy as well as income-based differ-
ences in the marginal utility of life years.

Donaldson et al. (2002) also reviewed the literature to see if there is an
empirical support for systematic variations in non-monetary valuations. It is
interesting to note that to date, there is no study, which has attempted to test
the underlying behavioural assumption that QALYs are ‘‘income-indepen-
dent’’. The ‘‘evidence’’ stems from a small number of studies that were not set
up to test this assumption. The authors review the existing information but
caution the readers that the studies’ findings indicate that this issue is worthy
of more detailed empirical investigation.

The paper by Donaldson et al. (2002) also deals with the broader issue i.e.,
is CEA ‘‘income-free’’? It is important to remember that the measure of
health consequences is only one component of the analysis. Hence, even if
this component was income free, and the other components (i.e., costs,
decision rule) are not, the CEA cannot be seen as a tool that is free of the
income distribution problem. Donaldson et al. show that the other compo-
nents of the analysis are not free from the effects of the distribution of
income. For example, market prices used in the calculation of costs are
determined by the prevailing income distribution in the economy. Similarly
the opportunity costs of patients’ and caregivers’ time are usually valued
using wage rates, which reflect the income distribution of users.

With respect to the question of how large is the income effect in the case of
CEA and CBA, in other words, is the income effect impact on the result of
the analysis greater, equal or smaller in the case of CEA when compared with
CBA, Donaldson et al. (2002) explain that because the decision instrument in
both methods differs (i.e., a ratio for CEA and a difference term for CBA),
the relative significance of the income distribution on the two decision
instruments cannot be established a priori. ‘‘A smaller ‘income-based dis-
tortion’ in either the numerator and/or denominator of the CE ratio may be
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of more practical significance than a greater ‘income-based distortion’ in the
benefit and/or the cost measures a net benefit expression’’. Donaldson et al.
(2002) conclude ‘‘that adopting CEA over CBA cannot be justified on the
basis of avoiding distributional considerations’’.

4. Is QALY a Superior Measure to WTP?

When first introduced, QALYs were presented as a health status index. ‘‘The
first approach to this problem falls under the rubric of health status indexes.
A health status index is essentially a weighting scheme. Each definable health
status, ranging from death to coma to varying degrees of disability and
discomfort to full health... is assigned a weight from 0 to 1 and the number of
years spent at a given health status is multiplied by the corresponding weight
to yield a number that might be thought of as an equivalent number of years
with full health – number of quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs)’’ (Weinstein
and Stason 1977). Pliskin et al. (1980) were the first to suggest an underlying
utility model to QALYs for an individual who is an expected utility maxi-
mizer. In doing so the QALY measure was related to a formal economic
theory of utility (a pre-requisite of the welfarist approach) and related to a
theory that describes behaviour under uncertainty (coincides with the nature
of health as a good).

It is however widely recognized that the conditions under which the
QALY measure is related to a formal utility theory are very restrictive. These
include: constant proportional trade-off (i.e., the proportion of remaining life
that one would trade-off for a given quality improvement is independent of
the amount of remaining life); utility independence of health status from time
duration; risk neutrality with respect to time (i.e., linear utility function with
respect to time); the ‘‘health’’ and ‘‘non-health’’ attributes in the individual’s
overall utility function are mutually preferentially independent; the individ-
ual’s utility function relates only to the individual’s own health (i.e., no
‘‘role’’ for externalities); the individual’s utility function is additive. It is
widely accepted now that these assumptions do not have any empirical
support (which means that we are assuming individuals’ preferences rather
than allowing them to reveal their true preferences). There is, however,
debate whether these assumptions have a normative appeal. For more details
on the above see Gafni and Birch (1995).

It is important to note that if properly measured (see for example Gafni
1991 and O’Brien and Gafni 1996); WTP does not suffer from the theoretical
limitations of QALYs. In other words, it does not require that all individuals
subscribe to a specific type of utility function. Hence the WTP approach
allows individuals to reveal their true preferences. It allows us to measure
individual preferences for health consequences under uncertainty as well as to
measure individuals’ attitudes towards consequence to other individuals’
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health (i.e., externalities or spillover effects, e.g., Olsen and Donaldson 1998).
Furthermore, methods to deal with the issue of ability to pay when WTP
measure is used in the context of health care are described in Donaldson
(1999).

The claim for predominance of QALY over WTP stems also from the
concern regarding the validity of the methods of measuring WTP. Such
feasibility objections stem from the belief that measuring individuals’ WTP
for improvements in morbidity and mortality risks is a difficult task and, at
this point in time, a valid and reliable method to measure individuals’ WTP
does not exist. With respect to the feasibility of measuring individuals’ WTP,
I agree with Kenkel (1997) in that the methods of measurement have
improved and practical experience gained from measuring QALYs has been
used in some cases to advance the WTP measurement process. For an
example of a new instrument to measure individuals’ WTP, which is based on
the concept of a decision board (i.e., a tool to help clinicians explain treat-
ment options to patients) see Gafni (1997) and Matthews et al. (2002).

5. The Use of ICER to Determine Resource Allocation

As mentioned in previous section ‘‘...the underlying premise of CEA in health
problems is that for every given level of resources available, society (or the
decision-making jurisdiction involved), wishes to maximize the total aggre-
gate health benefit conferred’’ (Weinstein and Stason 1977). This is seen as an
advantage of CEA over CBA as the question of how to maximize health
improvements generated by a given level of resources has an obvious
attraction for governments (e.g., ministry of health). In this section I briefly
explore whether the current practice of CEA fulfills this promise.

The ‘‘main product’’ of the CEA is the ICER (incremental cost effec-
tiveness ratio). The ICER represents the difference in costs divided by the
difference in outcomes observed between two alternative programmes. The
decision rules employed to determine whether a new programme is worth
implementing are: the league table approach and the threshold approach. In
the first one the decision maker is only concerned with the relative value of
the ICER. programmes are adopted in a descending order of cost–effec-
tiveness until all available resources are exhausted. In the second approach
the decision-maker focuses on the absolute value of the ICER. If the pro-
gramme’s ICER is lower than the threshold value, it should be adopted.

Weinstein and Zeckhauser (1973) have demonstrated that under condi-
tions of perfect divisibility and constant returns to scale of all programmes,
both types of decision rules will result in the same allocation decisions. In
other words, both decision rules will lead us to an optimal allocation of
resources. Furthermore, in Weinstein and Zeckhauser’s model the threshold
value represents the shadow price of the constrained budget or opportunity
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cost of health-care resources. Following this model it is also easy to see that
(i) the threshold value is a function of inter alia the size of the budget (i.e.,
different budget constraints will result in different in different thresholds, all
other things being equal; (ii) when the threshold represents the shadow price
of the budget it should be equal to the ICER of the last programme selected.
This has the following implications: The cost and effects of the last pro-
gramme to be funded are uncertain, hence the threshold value is stochastic.
As new programmes are funded and others eliminated, the programme that is
last funded also changes and therefore the distribution of the threshold also
changes.

Birch and Gafni (1992 1993) show that the conditions of Weinstein and
Zeckhauser’s model are not realistic and hence do not apply to the real world
of decision-making. As a result they argued that the proper way to solve the
optimization problem is to use an integer programming approach. Recog-
nizing the practical limitation of the integer programming approach, which is
the need for information about the costs and consequences of all potential
programmes (which is also a requirement of the Weinstein–Zeckhauser
model), they suggested a second-best solution. This practical algorithm does
not involve the use of ICER. This approach has also been extended to deal
with the uncertain nature of costs and outcomes associated with health-care
interventions (Sendi et al. 2002, 2003).

It is important to emphasize that in the practical application of CEA,
Weinstein and Zeckhauser’s model is not being followed and probably can-
not be followed. To the best of my knowledge, no one has attempted to
calculate the threshold value that will represent the shadow price of the
budget constraint. Nor do I believe that this task is feasible, for example, due
to the lack of information regarding the costs and consequences of all
potential health-care programmes. In practice the threshold value is deter-
mined arbitrarily. Typically it is a value that has been used by others in the
literature, or simply represents the threshold value of programmes that have
already been approved. However, the use of the ICER, in a way that is not
consistent with the Weinstein–Zeckhauser model, ignores the simple reality
that, if overall funds are fixed, the additional funds required for a new
programme must come from other uses (i.e., cuts to other programmes). But
funding new technologies that have ‘‘acceptable ICERs’’, without any con-
siderations where the additional funds will come from can result in contin-
uous increase in programme expenditures (if new costly programmes are
added without others being cut).

It is interesting to mention, for example, an attempt by Laupacis et al.
(1992) to recommend threshold values to be used in Canada to determine
which medical technology should be adopted. Gafni and Birch (1993) argued
that these guidelines have nothing to do with the economic concept of
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opportunity costs and suffer from the problem mentioned above. Their
prediction was that the adoption of these guidelines or a similar methodology
is a prescription to an uncontrolled growth in expenditures. A decade later, a
paper by Laupacis (2002) provides an interesting and important insight about
the decision-making process of drugs approval in Ontario, Canada. The
author argues that resources are scarce and hence decisions are being made
using the CE methodology. The author acknowledges that despite the use of
CE information, the programme expenditures rose at a rate of 10% per
annum over the period 1997–2000 and jumped to 15% in 2001. Moreover,
the uncontrolled growth in expenditures has led to questions being raised
about the affordability of the programme by both the Premier of Ontario and
his Minister of Health. It seems to me that the prediction made by Gafni and
Birch (1993) has materialized. It also illustrates that CEA as practiced is not
providing useful information to decision-makers i.e., how to allocate scarce
health-care resources, and does not have any advantage over CBA in helping
a decision-maker allocating existing resources to maximize health improve-
ments.

6. Conclusion

This paper attempts to answer the question whether CEA is a superior
method to CBA (both theoretically and empirically) in providing information
to decision-makers regarding how to allocate scarce health-care resources. I
reviewed briefly the main arguments against the use of CBA and for the use
of CEA. My conclusion is that there are neither theoretical nor practical
support for the claim about the superiority of CEA. On the contrary, from a
theoretical perspective CBA is a method whose theoretical foundation is in
welfare economics, while CEA lacks such foundation and various attempts to
provide an economic foundation have not been very successful. From a
practical perspective, methods for the measurement of WTP have improved
much in recent years, and we can now measure individuals’ WTP for health
improvements in a valid and reliable way. At the same time more and more
studies have illustrated that the underlying assumptions of the QALY model
do not hold and thus cast doubts on the validity of QALY as a measure of
outcome.

I share the criticism voiced by Maynard and Sheldon that ‘‘...health
economists, while seeking to colonize the clinical mind may have lost their
disciplinary head’’. The use of CEA/CUA is often inconsistent with basic
principles of economics including the very fundamental concept of oppor-
tunity costs. It thus seems to me that those who advocate the switch from
CBA to CEA in the area of environmental economics should first answer the
question – how does the use of CEA provide us with better economic-based
solutions? Those who advocate this switch based on the observation that
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these methods are widely used in health-care have not done their homework.
They probably failed to check whether these methods are theoretically and
empirically sound and whether there are any evidences that they provide
useful information to decision-makers. However, while CEA may not be a
superior method to CBA, we should not forget that CBA too has its own
limitation. Until a truly superior methodology is offered, we should invest in
improving what we already have (i.e., CBA).
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